
   
 
Dear P7 Parents/Carers, 

As we approach the end of P7 I would like you let you know some of our end of term plans.  

We are lucky to be able to invite Shoogles Inflatables back to our school for our 2022 leavers! They 

will arrive, set up and maintain the inflatables on Monday 27/6/22. The party package includes sumo 

suits, the bungee run, the equaliser and a party den. This was very popular when we used them in 

previous years! 

To continue the fun the P7s will get a special lunch on Tuesday 28/6/22, in the past this has been a 

pupil choice and this year the children have voted to have deli pizzas, chips, ice-cream and juice. 

If the weather is on our side on the Wednesday we will go and enjoy some fun time at the park, playing 

games, using the equipment and having a picnic lunch. 

The last two days of the week will be set aside for the Graduation Assembly preparation and generally 

getting ready to leave primary school. 

As the P7s generated such a large profit during their enterprise, a lot of which was used to subsidise 

the P7 hoodies, we do have some funds left to cover the costs of the end of term events. However not 

quite enough and so we require a contribution to cover the remaining cost, this is £7 per pupil and 

should be paid by Friday 27/5/22. This should be paid for with iPayment, P7 Fun Day 21/22 Fund. If 

you need any support in doing this please contact the office in the first instance. 

 Timetable for P7’s Last Week 

Monday 27/6 Shoogles Inflatables - The 
party package includes sumo 
suits, a bungee run, equaliser 
and a party den. 

Pupils will come out in groups to 
enjoy the variety of inflatables on 
offer! 

Tuesday 28/6 Special lunch The children have chosen deli pizzas, 
chips, ice-cream and juice which they 
will have a lunch time in school. 

Wednesday 29/6 Picnic and Play at the Park If the weather is nice we will spend 
the morning paying at Polson Park 
and having a wee picnic before 
coming back to school. 
Pupils will need to bring a packed 
lunch (If your child has free school 
meals a packed lunch can be 
provided by the kitchen) 

Thursday 30/6 Graduation Assembly Prep, Autographs etc 

Friday 1/7 Graduation Assembly, Piper, Leave Primary School 

 

Many thanks 

Mrs Confrey-Thomson 


